System Tests

We are still running systests, and looking at the results.

FilterStatus_LO was flagged as changing between v7r3p3 and v7r3p4 for AllGamma

This is the part of the filter status word that describes the steps taken by OBF.
FilterStatus_HI

What really matters, is whether this changes the results of the OBF. FilterStatus_HI gives the veto bits that were set by OBF.

There are some changes. Nothing huge, but there should be no changes at all!

The veto bits that have changed all involve the ACD. This might suggest a change in AcdDigi. However, none of the AcdDigi systests show changes.

A puzzle... it is important to understand this, as it would be bad to have OBF behave differently in the background sims than in the gamma-ray sky sims.
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